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FROM THE
PRINCIPAL'S DESK

The transition from school to

university/college life is one of the most

challenging events in a student’s life. Students

enter an institution with diverse thoughts,

backgrounds, and preparations. An important

task, therefore, is to welcome the freshers to

their new roles and professional environment. 

NAAC month-long program packed with

various courses and activities would help the

students, to get acclimatized to the new academic

environment. The program is designed to

familiarize the freshers with the institutional

policies, processes, practices, culture, and values

and introduce them to mentorship. 

NAAC accreditation has initiated a consistent

effort to maintain the quality mandate as per the

UGC guidelines. A well-defined policy on SIP

(Student Induction Program), was planned and

placed in the college Academic council and

decided in the faculty meeting to make it a full-

fledged one-month program,"Deeksha Gamaya "

for the academic year 2022-23. 
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B.M.S. COLLEGE OF LAW
'DEEKSHA GAMAYA'

Socializing: Meeting other new students, senior students,

students union, and lectures by Eminent People.

Associating: Visits to University/college, visits to Dept./Branch/

Program of study and important places on campus and local

area

Governing: Rules and regulations and student support

Experiencing: Subject lectures, study skills, small-group

activities, physical activity, creative and performing arts,

literary activities, and inculcating universal human values. 

Several different aspects covered in the program are : (SAGE)

AN IQAC INITIATIVE 

Ms. Rachana R L & Dr. Sreemathy V 

Faculty Co-ordinators

Dr. Anitha F N D'Souza

Principal

Student Induction Program
I Semester, B.A LL.B. & B.Com LL.B.

(5-Year Degree Programme)
17 October,  2022 to 10 November, 2022



STUDENT
REVIEWS

The purpose of helping the fresh

batch of students adjust to the new

environment was duly fulfilled by

the Induction Programme. The

Certificate Courses gave us an

extensive idea of law and legal

processes.

~ Harsha U.A. 

1 Sem, B.Com LLB.

 

The Induction Programme equipped

us with various life skills and also

gave us an insight into The

Constitution of India. Apart from

that, it also gave us a basic

understanding of Law & Medicine,

Paralegal services, and the general

rule of law. This programme helped

us to be mentally prepared for what’s

coming next.

~ Lisha M.

1 Sem, B.Com LLB.

If life was a rollercoaster, full of

twists and turns, ups and downs,

and full of surprises, my college life

thus far has been just as exciting.

The college is extremely considerate

of its students, and promotes a good

environment of friendship and

civility. The Induction Programme

helped us feel confident in our career

choices and helped us cultivate a

service-first attitude.

~ J. Varshitha

1 Sem, B.A. LLB. ‘A’

The Induction Programme

organised was very unique and

insightful. It made me feel glad to be

a part of this esteemed college. The

ambience, faculty, facilities and

opportunities are top-notch. The

college has also produced various

legal geniuses, and I am thrilled to

embark on this enriching journey at

BMSCL.

~ Akshay Hindupur

1 Sem, B.A. LLB. ‘A’

'A New Beginning...'
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STUDENT
REVIEWS

The Induction Programme surfaced

as a basic guide for our 5-year long

journey at this college. Through

interactive sessions with various

resource persons, we learnt about

concepts such as Legal Method, Law

and Medicine and Paralegal Services

in interesting ways. As a whole, the

sessions proved to be really helpful

and informative.

~ Shanmukhi M.S. 

1 Sem, B.A.LLB. ‘B’ 

The Student induction program

'Deeksha Gamaya' made us taste

about academic, communication

skills, discipline and many more.

The best part of this law school is

the different approach to educate

students and strong alumni

connection.

~ Sanketh Pai.

1 Sem, B.A. LLB 'B'.

'...With Big Hopes.'
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INSTITUTION
OVERVIEW

B.M.S College of Law organized the

'Deeksha Gamaya,' Student

Induction Program for the

academic year 2022-23 on  

17 October 2022 for the freshers.

The students assembled with great

enthusiasm for the session. Senior

students performed an invocational

dance performance to initiate the

program.  

The faculty coordinators introduced the clubs,

communities, and cells of the institution in detail.

Further, the library staff briefed the students about

their extensive collection of books, journals, and

online sources of references Towards the end of the

session, senior students of the college rendered an

impromptu performance as a warm gesture of

welcome. 
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Effective Communication

SOFT SKILLS

 A session on Soft Skills and Effective

communication and held on 18 October, 2022.  

 by Dr. Annapoorna Ravichander, a

distinguished  Trainer and Director of Public

Affairs Foundation was the resource person.

The interactive session embarked the students

on clear, concise, and constructive

communication. 

Dr. Annapoorna highlighted the

importance of body language and non-

verbal cues in communication and cited

multiple anecdotes to keep the session

interesting. The importance of effective

communication  to build healthy and

long-lasting relationships was

emphasized in the discussion.
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Clear, Concise,
Cohesive

ACADEMIC
WRITING

Dr. Annapoorna Ravichander conducted another session

exclusively on ‘Academic Writing on 19 October, 2022.

The session was wrapped up with a discussion on the

importance of cohesive writing in today’s fast-moving

society and the changing perspectives on communication

through writing. 

 A  creative writing activity was

assigned to students to illustrate

different parts of their own

‘autobiographies’. This has

provided insight into structure of

writing and its tone and ensured

the application of the concepts of

customizing and organizing

ideas in writing.     

Activity
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Ms. Mamatha D.G. urged

the students to sing the

NSS anthem as an

expression of gratitude

and respect for the service

of humanity. 

Ms. Mamatha D.G, Asst. Professor

Vijaya Degree College and

Jayanagar and former NSS

Program Officer addressed the

students to provide insight on the

significance of outreach programs

on 20 October, 2022. She

enlightened the students on the

National Service Scheme (NSS), its

motto, structure, functioning, and

significance. She also conducted

practical sessions on NSS parade. 

. Ms. Mamatha D.G. encouraged students to probe into the

various activities of the NSS and welcomed their

contributions. She familiarized the students with rallies,

parades, Village camps, and Development service projects

and invoked a sacrificial and service attitude in students.

"Not Me, but You."

NATIONAL SERVICE
SCHEME
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TALENT HUNT

The day of 21 October, 2022 marked the

event of Talent Hunt which served as an

ice-breaker for students, Students

participated in great numbers and

presented a variety of performances like

dance, singing, painting, poetry

recitation, and stand-up comedy. 
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Knowledge & Research

LEGAL METHOD

Dr. M K Ramesh, former professor of NLSIU

Bangalore, held a session on Legal Methods

where he urged the students to explore the true

meaning of law and its influence on the world. 

 He discussed the significance of law and its

connection with the roots of the Legal System

and Society. Mr. Ramesh also posed various

questions regarding the ethicality of judgments. 

He imparted his vast knowledge on

the subject and its significance in

understanding the nuances of the

law. An activity that generated the

utmost interest in the students was

the exchange of ideas of law and

morality through a simplistic moot

court. 
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Dr. V. Sreemathy conducted an

exclusive session on the

intricacies of legal language. She

discussed various legal maxims,

legal terms, idioms and phrases

widely used in the legal domain.

The importance of language and

oratory skills in the legal

profession was conveyed

through games and activities. 

Legal
Language

Various Articles of the Constitution were discussed, ranging

from the working system of Government, the importance

of Law and Courts, . Mr. Katti motivated students by

sharing  the experiences from his career, and urged them to

conduct themselves as better citizens.

"The will of the
people..."

THE 
CONSTITUTION

Mr. Sandeep Katti, Senior Advocate, Karnataka High Court

had a session on The Constitution from 27 - 29 October,

2022, as a part of the Certificate Course session.
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LAW & 
MEDICINE

The sessions also imparted

relevant contemporary issues,

which the students discussed

with much vigor.

Law and Medicine are two

exhilarating professional

fields. The Interlinkage of

these two professions was

efficiently presented by Dr.

Poonam Aggarwal, faculty at

BMSCL. Students grasped the

basic idea of Forensic Science

and Technology, Medical

Jurisprudence, Forensic

Medicine, and Civil and

Criminal law. Dr. Aggarwal

also explored Acts relating to

Surrogacy. 

Ms. Drithi, Counsellor at BMSCL orchestrated many ice-

breakers for the students, ranging from games and group

activities. She also initiated a Study Tour to NIMHANS and

students participated  in the Mental Health & Wellness

workshop.

Counselling Sessions
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SPORTS

BMSCL organized a sports event as a part of

the Student Induction program for the freshers

on 5 November,  2022. Students enjoyed

participating in a large number of events

ranging from Volleyball, Throwball,

Badminton, Carrom, Table Tennis, Chess, and

much more.  Students developed their

cooperation, teamwork, and good

sportsmanship and sprung new and deeper

friendships.
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The sport events of the day were successfully conducted

by Mr. Hemanth, Asst. professor, BMSCL under the

guidance of the Physical Education Director Dr.

Shivarama Reddy. 
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PARALEGAL
SERVICES

A session on Para Legal Services

was conducted by Mr. Madhukar S,

an established advocate,  on 7- 9

November, 2022. He discussed the

intricacies of the legal field,

providing a realistic view of the

practice, the function and

importance of Paralegal services in

society as a connect to the courts

and the common people.

Law Students
as Paralegals

Mr. Madhukar's personal experience as an

advocate created interest among the students in

legal practice. He also encouraged the students

how to create and make use of the opportunities

available.
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Students were asked to paint, draw or

write, or plan their service activities

about what they saw around them as

a vaulting board to build their creative

skills. The works produced by

students were to be published in a

Wall Journal, which excited the

students, leading to participation in

large numbers.

Compassion & Service

LIFE SKILLS

Dr. V. Sreemathy brought together an innovative

Life Skills program, where she imparted a

sundry of lessons to students from 7-9

November, 2022. She introduced  various yoga

and  breathing exercises, to improve  students'

power of concentration . She  discussed  the

importance of goal setting and a simple ways to

manage time.

Perhaps the most interesting session for the

students was the creative activity conducted at

BMSCL 'Bar and Bench',
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Experience Sharing &
Feedback

VALEDICTORY
SESSION

The culmination of the  Student Induction Program was on

10 November, 2022. Several students reminisced about the

sessions that took place over the course of the month. 

Students expressed their thankfulness to the distinguished

faculty, Trainers, and advocates. As the session moved on,

certificates were awarded to the students for their

participation in the special courses organized for them. 

The students performed a

drama act from ''Macbeth' and

The Merchant of Venice'

showcasing legal prosecution in

literature. 

Characters like the Wayward

Sisters from Macbeth, Antonio,

Shylock, Bassanio, and the

Duke of Venice were artistically

portrayed by them. Students

thoroughly enjoyed the

performance which conveyed

the legal concepts of fairness

and justice. 

Drama
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THANK YOU FOR READING

B.M.S COLLEGE OF LAW
BULL TEMPLE ROAD, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE

080-26679336/26602430/26508375
 info@bmscl.ac.in

Website: www.bmscl.ac.in
 

EDITORIAL TEAM

"Every sunset is an
opportunity to reset. Every

sunrise begins with new
eyes." -Richie Norton

VARSHINI JANARDHANA
1 Sem, B.A. LLB. 'B'
Pranathi Nandula
1 Sem, B.A. LLB. 'B'

DR. V. SREEMATHY
Asst. Professor B.M.S. COLLEGE OF LAW


